
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 نامه نوشته شود.ها در پاسختوجه: تمام پاسخ

I :Vocabulary 

A: Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word.(3) 

                   ( flexible-extinction-content-procedure-calm-injuries-communicate )  

1. It is important to stay ……………. in an emergency. 

2. Two people died in the car accident and three others had serious …………. . 

3. Children are usually ……………… because they can bend and stretch their bodies. 

4. The plan allows students from different countries to ………… with each other. 

5. She hadn’t read the letter, so unaware of it’s …………… .     

6. Nobody knows what caused the …………. of dinosaurs. 

   

B: Match the following definitions in column A with the words in column B. There is one extra 

item in column B. (1) 

 

                            A             B 

7. material burnt to produce energy a) concentrate  

8. give all your attention to sth b) pattern 

9. change old materials to use them again  c) recycle 

10.  say that sth will happen d) predict 

 

 

e) fuel 

 
C: Choose the best answer. (2) 

11. Hot materials rise up from beneath the Earth’s ……………. . 

a) plate                     b) edge                    c) flood                   d) crust  

12. Recycling paper and plastic bottles is one way to protect the …………. . 

a) environment          b) process              c) structure             d) influence 

13. I would like to ………….. my thanks for your kindness. 

a) attach                   b) enhance              c) express              d) provide 

14. He did his best to ………… his arm to reach the apple, but he didn’t. 

a) rise                     b) stretch                 c) release               d) evaluate 
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D: Fill in the blanks with the suitable words of your own. (1) 

15. Too much movements can be d…………. to your audience.  

16. The blood moves easily through your blood v……………. . 

17. Cars cause pollution and r………….. many greenhouse gases into the air.  

18. The plates f………….. on the soft, plastic mantle below the crust. 

 

II : Grammar 

A: Choose the best choice. (2) 

19. He decided to sell his car …………..it was much too small. 

a) as                     b) while                     c) whether                     d) so 

20. Good eye contact helps your audience ……….. more relaxed. 

a) feeling               b) felt                        c) feels                          d) to feel 

21. Some of the people …………. to the party can’t come. 

a) inviting              b) invited                    c) that invited                d) are inviting 

22. They gave us ………..  much homework that we couldn’t do it. 

a) so                     b)such                        c) too                           d) enough 

 

B: Combine the following sentences using the words in parentheses. (2) 

23. It was a mild earthquake. Only special instruments could record it.(such) 

…………………………………………………………………………….. . 

24. The photographs were taken of the earth. They were wonderful. (which) 

……………………………………………………………………………. . 

C: Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs given. (1) 

25. One of the students was made ………… the blackboard. (to clean) 

26. Most of the cars …………. in this country are used by the rich. (to produce) 

III :Sentence Function 

Match the items in column (A) with the suitable phrases in column (B) to make meaningful 

sentences. There is one extra item in column B. (1) 

                      A                      B 

27. An Iron is an instrument ……… a) by using personal stories 

28. Smoking is dangerous ……….. b) that is used for smoothing clothes 

29. Add variety to your speech …..  c) is the sun and other planets 

30. Solar energy ………………….. d) is the energy that comes from the sun 

 

 

 e) since it cause lung cancer 

 

                                                

 

                                          



IV : Comprehension 

A: Read the following sentences and choose the correct choice. (2) 

31. When scientists talk about the climate change. They are concerned about global warming 

caused by human activities. According to this sentence ……… 

a) human activities have made the earth warmer 

b) people are more worried about global warming than scientists 

c) global warming is caused by climate activities 

d) global warming is caused by scientists 

32. Just as the weather organizations now forecast floods and strong storms, the national 

earthquake information centers may one day predict earthquakes. This sentence means that 

………………. 

a) earthquake prediction is a future possibility 

b) weather organizations may predict earthquakes in future 

c) earthquakes are nowadays predicted by some organizations 

            d) the storms and floods cannot be sometimes predicted 

B:Cloze passage. Fill in the blanks with the words give. (2) 

                          ( entirely - take part - take place - probable - hit )    

Since a large number of the world’s earthquakes each year...... 33.….. along the Pacific Ocean, this is 

the most ……. 34.……area for today's earthquakes. But it could ……. 35……… any place because 

no area is…… 36.…….. free of earthquakes.    

C: Reading Comprehension: (3) 

Read the following passage and choose the correct choice. 

Man must have water for himself and for animals that live near him. He usually makes his home 

somewhere near a source of water. Water is more important to man than gold or coal. He also needs 

food several times a day to keep him strong and a place in which he can be safe from attack while he 

is sleeping. Therefore, he must have enough space both to grow his food and to build a house. The 

human body keeps a fixed temperature and wonderful power to make itself suitable for different 

weather conditions. However, man doesn’t usually live at very high or very low temperatures. His 

need for a limited temperature range isn’t as important as his needs for food or water, but it still 

makes him depend on nature. 

37. According to the text, we understand that …….. is the most important for need. 

a) food                  b) water                      c) shelter                   d) temperature 

38. Man needs to ……… to grow his food and to build a shelter. 

a) look for productive land                          b) have enough space 

c) ignore the value of gold                          d) live in a fixed temperature 

                                               

                                                        



39. The passage tells us that man ………………… . 

a) can live at very high temperature 

b) depends on nature for living 

c) likes gold and coal more than water 

d) tries to live far from water 

40. According to the passage a shelter is needed for man only at nights. 

a) True                                              b) False 

41. Man should makes his home only near the seas. 

a) True                                              b) False 

42. The temperature of man’s body doesn’t usually change. 

a) True                                              b) False 
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